
Black Cat “The Tube” and “Redlevel Lupo” cables loom review. 

 

Chris Sommovigo a cable artisan better known for his contribution to the 

famous reference SPDIF Illuminati digital cable back a few years ago and 

Stereovox cables knows  a few things about cables and what they do and 

how they behave, he is kinda like a holistic maître (master in French), why 

do I say holistic, well because his cables actually reflects the best of what 

nature has to offer sonically and design-wise, the meticulous attention to detail and fanatical approach 

in which Chris makes his cables reflects someone who is deeply in love with his art and understands 

how components and cables work and interact together, not a lot of cable designers can claim this 

although they’d like to, in fact a lot of cables out there are just mass produced cables re-badged and 

promoted at ridiculous prices.  In Chris’s words … “There's a solid philosophy that informs all of my 

designs, and as you move between models, the materials may change but the central philosophy 

and construction techniques remain” 

I’ve been 

searching for 

linearity for a long 

time, when the 

system is already 

on the warm side 

of neutral such as 

in my case, one 

can’t have cables 

that are full and 

rich sounding, 

finding that cable 

that does not 

emphasize mids, 

or lower mids or 

that doesn’t call 

attention to the 

top-end is a very difficult task indeed. And finding a cable that is articulate yet sweet is also near 

impossible these days. 

I was initially running the High-Fidelity CT-1 Enhanced magnetic interconnects combined with the 

Triode Wire Lab American speaker cables, this was one of the best combinations I could find but 

always felt that my bass was a bit clumsy and slow, to try and fine-tune my system to lose that bloat 

was a task and a half. So I just received some cables from Chris, the Black Cat “The Tube” and “The 

Lupo”.    

Listening to the Black Cat “The Tube” cables: 

In went the Tube interconnects against my own CT1 E interconnects, clearly I did not expect it to come 

close, let alone beat them. But what happened just blew me away, bass came out of nowhere, mids 

opened up and got released beyond the plane of the speakers, the soundstage opened up and the 

treble became so natural and free from the rest of the frequency range, it was like putting on 3D 

glasses (minus the prolonged fatigue).  



The Tube interconnects where in a class of their own, what a bargain! Without even running them in 

they outperformed my current reference CT1-E cables. The midrange was also incredibly organic, I 

knew that if they ran-in further, they would have been even better! Patience got the better of me and 

I inserted the Tube speaker cables to see how they would synergise with the same interconnects, I 

replaced my trusty pair of Triode Wire Lab American speaker cables with the Tube speaker cables and 

suddenly everything snapped into focus. It was like focusing with macro photography onto the petals 

of a rose, everything became clearer and tighter, yet utterly musical and natural, with plenty of speed 

and slam. I just found my mojo! This was magic, voices floated away from the speakers, instruments 

were layered front to back with proper perspective and depth. Wow, just wow! 

Listening to the Black Cat Redlevel “Lupo” cables: 

I was almost too scared to try the Lupo loom of cables from Chris, the Tube cables were so good, I 

wanted to just leave ‘em there forever. So I summoned the courage to try the Lupo’s. The Lupo’s use 

silver combined with copper, unlike the Tube which is a hollow copper conductor design hence the 

name “Tube”.  

The first thing that came to mind before inserting the Lupo was SILVER = BRIGHT! I’m going to lose the 

magic?! Boy was I wrong?! First I put the Lupo interconnects against the Tube interconnects, a cat 

fight indeed, what just happened was something I was not prepared for, it was as if the whole sound 

relaxed, pace increased and the blackness between the notes had become even blacker and quieter. 

The mids cleaned up substantially and the slight vagueness of the images became more grounded and 

even more focused. Now bear in mind that this is without any running-in! This was a much more 

mature sound, I was stunned, now I couldn’t bear my excitement to insert the Lupo speaker cable to 

see what would happen synergy-wise.  

So out went the Tube speaker cables and in went the Redlevel Lupo speaker cables, and 

whaddayaknow, a magnification of all that was amazing with the Lupo interconnects just got served 

in huge measures. Blacker backgrounds, cleaner mids, less fat on the mids, less fat on the bass, yet a 

more solid and focused bass, smoother highs and smoother mids, voices became purer and drums had 

amazing impact. This was audio heaven. I’m now going to let the Lupo cables run-in and settle in for 

200hrs beginning now. I will add more feedback later when they have settled in nicely.  

If your system craves a clean-up in the mids or lower-mids and a purer sound, the Black Cat range will 

not disappoint. You won’t find any cables for anywhere near the asking price that will offer this level 

of magic and accuracy. The Tube and Redlevel Lupo cables are as neutral as you’re going to get, zero 

smear, zero bloat and astoundingly precise is what they will offer the discerning listener.   

Thanks to Chris Sommovigo for affording me the pleasure in experiencing a big slice of high-end with 

these utterly musical and accurate instruments, yes, instruments, that’s what they are.   
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